Byrds’ tour ‘hard but invaluable’

Amercia’s long-haired boys the Byrds fly home today (Thursday), to Los Angeles, after their brief but hard-working tour of England. The five Hollywood artists’ latest release, “All I Really Want To Do,” this week moved up to Pops 50 a ten places to number nine.

The Byrds publicist, Derek Taylor told the MB: “They will certainly not be returning before next year. No, there is absolutely no question of a Christmas show. The group will return to England when the bill is right, and at the right time and the right place. They have immensely enjoyed the tour; they’ve learnt a tremendous amount how more closely they are scrutinised by the English press and fans than in America, and more about stage presentation and production.

“It’s been hard but invaluable experience.”

The Byrds will be recording their next single, to be released in America, almost as soon as they get back—but it is unlikely to be another Bob Dylan number, probably an original composition from guitarist Jim McGuinn and vocalist Gene Clark.

Two of the Byrds’ concerts at Portsmouth Guildhall, last week, due to “difficulties” support at the box office.

NEW DISC VENTURE

FOUR of Britain’s top recording managers—ENM’s George Martin, John Stapley, and Decia’s Peter Sullivan—have formed their own company.

According to George Martin—who counts the Beatles among his many stars—the new company, called “The New Stars And Guitars” and the Decca-owned recording company, will be known as “The New Stars And Guitars” and will release some of the band’s concert albums and TV shows on the label. (See the article on the box office.)

Two of the Byrds’ concerts at Portsmouth Guildhall, last week, due to “difficulties” support at the box office.

Herman’s Hermits return to boost new release

Herman’s Hermits are due back in Britain today (Thursday) and will also straight into a barrage of radio and TV dates to plug their new single “A Lovely Way To Be” which is due for release tomorrow (Friday) on the Columbia label.

Tonight they are appearing at the “Top Of The Pops” and have two more sessions tomorrow—Thursday in EXU and a record transmission on Monday (30).

On Saturday they are on record for Sunday’s (22) “Easy Beat”, and for the same evening, Herman will appear in the box office.

At all HMV’s, Decia’s, and in the Group for all evening sessions at Northwich Memorial Hall, Cheshire.

One TWO NEW! FARIOA COMPACT TWO MANUAL

Here it is! The LATEST sound in music. The organ leading pop groups have been waiting for. A TWO manual Compact Organ, fully portable, from Italy’s largest instrument maker. With new registrations and all the features to make the Farisa Compact Duo a “natural” for groups whose aim is the modern sound.

Multi-Tone Booster

An exclusive feature. Now includes 16', 8', 4', 2', 2" and 2" registrations to permit the player to create a really edgy sound. Bring in gradually to make subtle changes, or sharply for vital attack.

Other features

Special output for separate amplification of manual bass for slenter effect. The accompanying voices on the lower manual are at the disposal of the player on 25 or 32 notes selected by a special switch tab, which at the same time reduces the manual-bass ranges from 24 to 12 notes.

PRICE £25.60s.

Distributed by The Rank Organisation

Rank Audio Visual
Woodgrove Road, Shepherds Bush, London, W12
Telephone Shepherds Bush 5000

To: Rank Audio
Woodgrove Road, Shepherds Bush, London, W12

For further information about the Farisa Compact Duo, write to the Rank Organisations, 24, Park Road, London, W1, and the name of my nearest dealer.
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